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Abstract—In this paper, we propose to remove the analog
stage of hybrid beamforming (HYBF) in the millimeter wave
(mmWave) full-duplex (FD) systems. Such a solution is highly
desirable as the analog stage suffers from high insertion loss
and high power consumption. Consequently, the mmWave FD
nodes can operate with a fewer number of antennas, instead
of relying on a massive number of antennas, and to tackle
the propagation challenges of the mmWave band we propose
to use near-field intelligent reflecting surfaces (NF-IRSs). The
objective of the NF-IRSs is to simultaneously and smartly control
the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) channels while assisting
in shaping the SI channel: this to obtain very strong passive
SI cancellation. A novel joint active and passive beamforming
design for the weighted sum-rate (WSR) maximization for the
NF-IRSs-assisted mmWave point-to-point FD system is presented.
Results show that the proposed solution fully reaps the benefits
of the IRSs, only when they operate in the NF, which leads to
considerably higher gains compared to the conventional massive
MIMO (mMIMO) mmWave FD and half duplex (HD) systems.

Index Terms—Full Duplex, Hybrid Beamforming, Millimeter
Wave, Near Field, Intelligent Reflecting Surfaces

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve ubiquitous connectivity for continuously evolv-
ing wireless networks, intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs) are
considered one of the most prominent hardware technology
for beyond fifth generation (B5G) and sixth generation (6G)
networks [1], with the potential to create smart, reconfigurable,
and highly energy-efficient wireless systems. On the other
hand, given the limited wireless spectrum, there has also been
a growing interest in millimeter wave (mmWave) full-duplex
(FD) technology, which offers simultaneous transmission and
reception in the same frequency band, thus doubling the
spectral efficiency with respect to half duplex (HD) systems
[2]–[4]. FD systems suffer from self-interference (SI), which
needs to be cancelled to allow the correct reception of the
useful signal.

To perform FD operation in the millimeter wave (mmWave)
band, a massive number of transmit and receive antennas are
necessary to overcome the propagation challenges. Hybrid
beamforming (HYBF) is considered a cost-efficient solution
for such systems, to also partially perform SI cancellation
(SIC) [5]. The mmWave FD systems aided by IRSs can enable
highly spectrally efficient, energy efficient, smart, reconfig-
urable, and sustainable networks [6]. Recent studies on FD
systems, with IRSs, limited only to sub-6 GHz, are available
in [7]–[10]. In [7], a novel beamforming design is proposed for

decode-and-forward FD relays assisted with IRS to maximize
the minimum achievable rate. In [8], the authors proposed a
joint active and passive beamforming design to cover dead
zones in a multi-user multiple-input single-output (MISO) FD
network, while suppressing the single-antenna FD user-side
self and co-channel interference. In [10], the authors presented
a novel beamforming design for a MISO FD system with
two users (one in uplink (UL) and one in downlink (DL))
to minimize the power consumption of the FD access point
while the UL user is subject to the minimum rate constraint.

We remark that the literature on FD systems with IRSs is
limited only to sub-6 GHz. One crucial point which makes the
direct application of the IRS to mmWave FD with HYBF ques-
tionable is: the analog stage of the hybrid transceivers suffers
from high power consumption for phase shifters configuration
and high insertion loss [11]. Our work offers a groundbreaking
contribution to the field of mmWave FD systems. We consider
a point-to-point MIMO scenario and propose to design the
mmWave FD transceivers without analog beamforming and
with only a very limited number of antennas. This approach
leads to a significant reduction in the hardware cost, size and
power consumption of the FD transceivers. To compensate
for the massive antenna gain to overcome the propagation
challenges of the mmWave, we assist each FD node with near-
field (NF-) IRS, which controls the UL and DL channels and
assists with strong passive SIC as shown in Fig. 1. A novel
joint active and passive beamforming design to maximize
the weighted sum rate (WSR) is presented for the NF-IRSs-
assisted FD systems. Results show that mmWave FD systems
equipped with a few antennas and assisted with NF-IRSs
can significantly outperform the massive MIMO (mMIMO)
mmWave FD systems operating with hundreds of antennas,
which makes the proposed novel transceiver design highly
desirable.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a mmWave point-to-point FD communication
system consisting of two MIMO FD nodes, indicated with
indices ; and A. They are assisted with one NF-IRS each,
denoted with the indices 8; , and 8A , respectively. Both IRSs are
assumed to be placed in such a way that the link between the
SI channel and the other node is in line-of-sight (LoS). Each
IRS operates in the NF for the assisted FD node and in the far
field (FF) for the other node. The MIMO FD node ; is assumed
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Fig. 1. IRS assisted mmWave FD system with no analog beamforming.

to be equipped with "; transmit and #; receive antennas,
while node A is assumed to be equipped with "A transmit
and #A receive antennas. Let V; ∈ C";×3; and VA ∈ C"A×3A

denote the digital beamformers of the two nodes, for the
unitary-variance data streams s; ∈ C3;×1 and sA ∈ C3A×1,
respectively. The IRS 8; has !A × !2 elements, and IRS 8A has
'A ×'2 , elements. Let φ; and φA denote vectors collecting the
phase shift response of the IRSs 8; and 8A , respectively. The
elements of φ; and φA at position 8 and 9 are phasors of the
form φ; (8) = 48 \

;
8 and φA ( 9) = 48 \

A
9 , respectively. Let �; =

diag(φ;) ∈ C!A !2×!A !2 and �A = diag(φA ) ∈ C'A'2×'A'2

denote the diagonal matrices containing the phase responses
of the IRSs 8; and 8A , respectively.

We assume perfect channel state information, which can
be obtained by applying techniques like [12]. Let H8; ,; ∈
C!A !2×"; and H8A ,; ∈ C'A'2×"; denote the direct channels
from the FD node ; to its NF IRS 8; and to the other IRS
8A , operating in FF, respectively. A similar notation holds for
node 8A . The channel matrices from IRSs 8; and 8A to the
receive antenna array of FD node ; are H;,8; ∈ C#;×!A !2 and
H;,8A ∈ C#;×'A'2 , respectively. The channel matrices from
the IRSs 8; and 8A to the receive antenna array of node A are
HA ,8; ∈ C#A×!A !2 and HA ,8A ∈ C#A×'A'2 , respectively. Let
H8A ,8; ∈ C'A';×!A !2 denote the channel from IRS 8; to the
IRS 8A , while the channel from IRS 8A to IRS 8; is denoted
with H8A ,8; ∈ C'A'2×!A !2 . Due to reciprocity, the channel
from IRS A to IRS ; is given by H8; ,8A = H)

8A ,8;
. The direct

channels from node ; to node A and from node A to node ; are
denoted with HA ,; ∈ C#A ∈"; and H;,A ∈ C#; ∈"A , respectively.
The SI channel for the MIMO nodes ; and A are denoted
with H;,; ∈ C#; ∈"; and HA ,A ∈ C#A ∈"A , respectively. Let
a; (q

=? ,=2

;
) and a)A (\

=? ,=2
A ) denote the receive and transmit

antenna array response at the MIMO node ; and A , respectively,
with angle of arrival (AoA) q=? ,=2

;
and angle of departure

(AoD) \=? ,=2A . The direct channel H;,A from node A to node ;
in mmWave can be modeled as [2]

H;,A =
√
V;,A

√
"A#;

#2#?

#2∑
=2=1

#?∑
=?=1

U
(=? ,=2)
;,A

a; (q
=? ,=2

;
)a)A (\

=? ,=2
A ),

(1)
where #2 and #? are the number of clusters and rays, re-
spectively, and U (=? ,=2)

;,A
∼ CN(0, 1). Thus, the channels have

amplitude and phase distributed according to the Rayleigh
and uniform distribution, respectively. Note that, compared
to [2], (1) is scaled by V;,A = �;,A/�;,A , which captures

its dependency on the distance, with �;,A being a distance
between the centers of the MIMO FD nodes ; and A: this
is equal to one for the direct link (1) and will be larger
than 1 for all the channels closer than �;,A , emphasizing the
stronger channel gain. Namely, for any channel matrix H<,=,
its distance-dependent scale factor is V<,= = �;,A/�<,=, with
�<,= ≤ �;,A ,∀<, =. The remaining FF channels HA ,; , H8A ,; ,
H;,8A , H8A ,; , H8; ,A , H8; ,8A , and H8A ,8; can be modeled similarly
to (1). The SI channel for node ; can be modeled as [2]

H;,; =
√
V;,;

[√ ^;

^; + 1
H!>(
; +

√
1

^; + 1
HA4 5

;

]
, (2)

where scalar ^; is the Rician factor, H!>(
;

and HA4 5

;
denote

the LoS and reflected contributions for the SI channel, respec-
tively, and scalar V;,; = �;,A/�;,; is the distance-dependent
average channel gain, with �;,; the distance between the
centers of the transmit and receive array of the MIMO FD
node ;. The channel response HA4 5

;
can be modeled as in (1).

For the line-of-sight (LoS) path H!>(
;

, we consider a spherical
wave-front, which allows us to model it as [2]

H!>(
; (<, =) = d

A<,=
4−82c

3<,=
_ , (3)

where _ denotes the wavelength and the power normalization
constant d assures that E( | |H!>(

;
| |2
�
) = ";#;; the scalar 3<,=

denotes the distance between <-th receive and =-th transmit
antenna of node ; ∈ F . Also, the channels H8; ,; , H;,8; , H8A ,A ,
and HA ,8A , which involve NF-IRS, can be modelled as (3).

A. Problem Formulation

Let H̃;,A , H̃A ,; , H̃;,; and H̃A ,A denote the effective channels
H;,A ,HA ,; ,H;,; and HA ,A , respectively, including the smartly
controlled paths by the IRS response, given as

H̃;,A = H;,A+H;,8A�AH8A ,A+H;,8;�;H8; ,A+H;,8;�;H8; ,8A�AH8A ,A

(4a)
H̃A ,; = HA ,;+HA ,8;�;H8; ,;+HA ,8A�AH8A ,;+HA ,8A�AH8A ,8;�;H8; ,;

(4b)
H̃;,; = H;,; +H;,8;�;H8; ,; +H;,8A�AH8A ,; +H;,8A�AH8A ,8;�;H8; ,;

(4c)
H̃A ,A = HA ,A+HA ,8A�AH8A ,A+HA ,8;�;H8; ,A+HA ,8;�;H8; ,8A�AH8A ,A .

(4d)
Let y; and yA denote the total received signal at the FD

nodes ; and A , respectively, which can be written as

y; = H̃;,AVA sA + H̃;,;V;s; + n; yA = H̃A ,;V;s; + H̃A ,AVA sA + nA
(5a)

with n; ∼ CN(0, I) and nA ∼ CN(0, I) denoting the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vectors with unit variance. Let
: denote the indices in the set F except the element : . Let
(R;) R

;
and (RA ) RA denote the (signal and) interference plus

noise covariance matrices. Let S8 = H̃ 9 ,8V8V�8 H̃�
9,8
, with 8 ≠

9 , 8 ∈ F , denote the useful signal for node 8. Then, we can
write the covariance matrices R; and RA as

R; = S; + H̃;,;V;V�; H̃�
;,; + I, (6a)

RA = SA + H̃A ,AVAV�A H̃�
A,A + I, (6b)



and R
;
= R; − S; and RA = RA − SA . The WSR maximiza-

tion problem for the NF-IRSs-assisted mmWave MIMO FD
system, under the sum-power constraint for the FD nodes and
the unit-modulus constraint for the NF-IRSs can be formally
stated as

max
V; ,VA ,
�; ,�A

F;ln
[
det

(
R−1
;

R;
) ]
+ FA ln

[
det

(
R−1
A

RA
) ]

(7a)

s.t. Tr
(
V:V�:

)
≤ ?: , ∀: ∈ F , (7b)

|qA (:) | = 1 & |q< ( 9) | = 1,∀:, <, (7c)

where F; and FA denote the rate weights for node ; and A ,
respectively, ?; and ?A denote the total sum power constraint.

III. JOINT ACTIVE AND PASSIVE BEAMFORMING

The WSR maximization problem stated above is not con-
cave, and finding its global optimum is challenging. To obtain
a simpler solution, we adopt the weighted minimum mean
squared error (WMMSE) method [13].

Let F; and FA denote the combiners used at the nodes ; and
A, respectively, such that the estimated data streams can be
written as ŝA = F;yA and ŝ; = FAy; , , respectively. Let E; and
EA denote the mean squared error (MSE) covariance matrices
for nodes ; and A, respectively, given as

E; = E[(F;y; − sA ) (F;y; − sA )� ], (8a)

EA = E[(FAyA − s;) (FAyA − s;)� ] . (8b)

We assume that combiners F; and FA are optimized based
on the minimum MSE (MMSE) criteria, which leads to the
following expressions for the optimal MMSE combiners

F; = V�A H̃�
;,A (H̃;,AVAV�A H̃�

;,A + H̃;,;V;V�; H̃�
;,; + I)−1, (9a)

FA = V�; H̃�
A,; (H̃A ,;V;V�; H̃�

A,; + H̃A ,AVAV�A H̃�
A,A + I)−1. (9b)

By plugging (9) in (8), we get that

E; = (I+V�A H̃�
;,AR;H̃;,AVA )−1, EA = (I+V�; H̃�

A,;RA H̃A ,;V;)−1.
(10)

Now, maximizing the WSR is equivalent to minimizing the
weighted MSE error as

min
V; ,VA ,
�; ,�A

Tr(W;E;) + Tr(WAEA ) (11a)

s.t.(7b) − (7c) (11b)

where W8 and W; are the constant weight matrices associated
with the MIMO FD nodes ; and A , respectively, which can be
computed as [13]

W; =
F;

ln 2
E−1
; , WA =

FA

ln 2
E−1
A . (12)

A. Active Digital Beamforming
We first tackle the digital beamforming optimization prob-

lem by assuming the remaining variables to be fixed as

min
V; ,VA

Tr(W;E;) + Tr(WAEA ), (13a)

s.t. Tr
(
V:V�:

)
≤ ?: , ∀: ∈ F . (13b)

By taking the partial derivative of the Lagrangian function of
(13) with respect to the digital beamformers V8 , where 8 ∈ F
can be written as

V8 =
(
X8 + `8I

)−1H̃�
9,8F

�
9 W 9 , (14)

where 8 ≠ 9 and 8, 9 ∈ F , and the matrix X8 is defined as

X8 = H̃�
9,8F

�
9 W 9F 9H 9 ,8 +H�

8,8F
�
8 W 9F8H8,8 , (15)

and scalars `8 denote the Lagrange multiplier for the sum-
power constraint of the MIMO FD nodes 8 ∈ F . To find
the Lagrange multiplier, we can consider the singular value
decomposition of X8 = U8�8U�8 , where 8 ∈ F , and write the
power constraint as

Tr(V8V�8 ) =
#;∑
:=8

G8 (:, :)
(`8 + �8 (:, :))2

= ?8 , (16)

where the matrices G8 = U�
8

H̃�
9,8

F�
9

W 9W 9F 9H̃ 9 ,8U8 , with 8 ≠
9 , and 8, 9 ∈ F . To find the optimal values of `8 , ∀8, we adopt
the Bisection method.

B. Passive Beamforming With IRSs
We now consider the optimization of q8 , ∀8, for which the

MMSE optimization problem can be written as

min
q8

φ�8 �8φ8 + s8�φ∗8 + s8)φ8 , (17a)

s.t. |q8 (:) | = 1, ∀:. (17b)

where �8 = Z8 � T)
8

and Z8 and T)
8

are given as

Z8 =H�
8,88

A�1,8W8A1,8H8,88 + C�2,8A
�
1,8W8A1,8C2,8

+ A�1,8W 9A1,8B2,8 +H�
9,88

A�1, 9W 9H 9 ,88 ,
(18)

T8 =A2,8V 9V�9 A�2,8 +H88 ,8V8V
�
8 H�

88 ,8
+H88 ,8V8V

�
8 H�

88 ,8

+ D2,8V 9V�9 D�2,8 .
(19)

in which the auxiliary matrices are defined as

A1,8 = H8, 9 +H8,8 9� 9H8 9 , 9 , A2,8 = H88 , 9 +H88 ,8 9� 9H8 9 , 9

(20a)
B1,8 = H 9 ,8 +H 9 ,8 9� 9H8 9 ,8 , B2,8 = H 9 ,88 +H 9 ,8 9� 9H8 9 ,88 ,

(20b)
C1,8 = H8,8 +H8,8 9� 9H8 9 ,8 , C2,8 = H8,88 +H8,8 9� 9H8 9 ,88 ,

(20c)
D1,8 = H 9 , 9 +H 9 ,8 9� 9H8 9 , 9 , D2, 9 = H8 9 ,8 +H8 9 ,88�8H88 ,8 .

(20d)
and in (17a), vector s8 is made of the diagonal elements of the
matrix
S8 =A2,8V 9V�9 A�1, 9F

�
8 W8F8H8,88 +H8,8V8V�8 C�1,8A

�
8 W8A8C2,8

− A2,8V 9W8A8H;,88 +H88 ,8V8V
�
8 B�1,8A

�
8 W 9A 9B2,8

+ D2,8V 9V�9 D�1,8A
�
9 W 9A 9H 9 ,88 −H88 ,8V8W 9A 9B2,8 .

(21)



Algorithm 1 Optimization of IRS 8 ∈ I
Initialize: iteration index = = 1, accuracy n .
Evaluate: 5 (φ8 (0)).
Repeat until convergence

Calculate q(=)
8

= (_<0G
8

I − �8)φ(=)8 − s8∗

Update φ(=+1)
8

with φ(=+1)
8

= φ(=+1)r = 48∠q
(=)
8 .

if | 5 (φ(=+1)
8
) − 5 (φ(=)

8
) |/ 5 (φ(=+1)

8
) ≤ n

Stop and return φ(=+1)
8

.
else n=n+1 and repeat.

Algorithm 2 WSR maximization for MIMO FD with NF-IRSs
Initialize: accuracy n , beamformers and combiners.
Repeat until convergence

for ∀8 ∈ F
Update F8 with (9).
Update W8 with (12).
Update V8 with (14).
Update �8 with Algorithm 1.

if convergence condition is satisfied
Stop and return the optimized variables.

else repeat.

Problem (17a) is non-convex due to the unit-modulus
constraint. To render a feasible solution, we adopt the
majorization-maximization optimization method [14]. Its ob-
jective is to solve a difficult problem through a series of more
tractable sub-problems made of the touching upper bounds at
each iteration. For the problem of the form (17a), a simple
upper bound can be constructed as [14]

6(φ8 |φ(=)8 ) = 2Re{s8�q(=)
8
} + >8 , (22)

where >8 denotes constant terms, and q(=)
8

is given by

q(=)
8

= (_<0G8 I − �8)φ(=)i − s8∗, (23)

and _<0G
8

denotes the maximum eigenvalues of �8 . Given the
upper bound, problem (17a) can be restated as

min
φ8

2Re{s8�q(=)
8
}, (24a)

s.t. |φ8 (:) | = 1, ∀:. (24b)

For (24b), the optimal solution is given as

φ(=+1)
i

= 48∠q
(=)
8 . (25)

At each iteration, when the digital beamformers are fixed,
the optimization of �8 ,∀8 ∈ F consists in updating their
response iteratively until convergence by solving a series
of more tractable optimization problems, and the formal
procedure is provided in Algorithm 1. The joint active and
passive beamforming procedure for the mmWave FD system
is formally stated in Algorithm 2.

C. Convergence

The proof for Algorithm 2 can be derived by combining the
proof for WMMSE for digital beamformers and majorization-
minimization technique for IRS [14]. Due to space limitations,
we consider omitting the proof.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate
the performance of the proposed joint active and passive
beamforming for mmWave FD systems. Note that digital
beamforming designs represent the upper bounds for the
HYBF designs. Therefore, we compare our solution against the
mMIMO fully digital systems, which provide the maximum
achievable gain for the HYBF designs. For comparison, we
define the following benchmark schemes: 1) A mMIMO HD
system with fully digital beamforming capability with 100
transmit and 50 receive antennas for each MIMO HD node,
which is denoted as HD-100 × 50, 2) A mMIMO FD system
with fully digital beamforming capability with 100 transmit
and 50 receive antennas for each MIMO FD node, denoted as
FD-100 × 50.

We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the NF-IRSs
assisted FD system as SNR = ?A/f2

A = ?;/f2
;

, where ?8 and
f2
8

denote the total transmit power and noise variance for
node 8, respectively, with 8 = ; or 8 = A . We assume that
the considered systems operate at the frequency of 30 GHz,
i.e., _ = 10 mm. The noise variance is set to be f2

8
= 1 and

the total transmit power is chosen to meet the desired SNR.
For the NF-IRS assisted FD system, the number of antennas is
chosen to be 5 times less, i.e., only "; = "A = 20 transmit and
#; = #A = 10 receive antennas, respectively, and the number
of data streams is 3; = 3A = 2. The FD nodes are assumed to
be �;,A = 200 m far. We consider the NF-IRSs of size 10×10,
20 × 20, and 30 × 30 for both the MIMO FD nodes, with the
center between two IRS elements located at _/2. They are
placed at the minimum distance of 3 m from their FD nodes,
which is varied up to 90 m. We assume that both the FD nodes
are equipped with ULAs, and their transmit and the receive
arrays are assumed to be separated by a distance �1 = 20 cm,
with a relative angle Θ1 = 180◦ and A<,= in (3) is set given �1
and Θ1 as in [2, (9)]. The Rician factor is set as ^1 = 1 and
the rate weights are chosen as F; = FA = 1. The number of
paths and the number of clusters is set as #2,1 = #?,1 = 3 and
the AoA \

=? ,=2
A and AoD q

=? ,=2

;
are assumed to be uniformly

distributed in the interval U ∼ [−30◦, 30◦].
Let Ĝ, Ĥ, and Î denote the 3 versors on the three-dimensional

space and any point on the 3 dimensional vector space can be
written as (GĜ, HĤ, IÎ). We assume the FD nodes with ULAs
to be aligned with Ĝ direction and the first transmit antenna of
the FD nodes ; and A are assumed to be placed in the positions
(0, 0, 0) and (0, �;,A Ĥ , 0), respectively, with other antennas
placed in positions G+. Both the NF-IRSs are assumed to be at
the same distance from their FD nodes, and placed on the x-y
plane with the first element of the NF-IRSs 8; and 8A placed in
positions (0, � � '( Ĥ, 0) and (0, �A ,; −� � '( Ĥ, 0), respectively.
Note that when the IRS operate in the NF of the FD node, joint
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passive SIC and intelligent control of the UL and DL channels
also depend on the orientation of the NF-IRSs. Namely, the
NF-IRSs can provide better SIC by jeopardizing the UL and
DL channel control if they are more oriented towards the
receive antennas of the NF FD node, or vice versa. The chosen
orientation of the NF-IRSs in our setup provides an optimal
trade-off between the passive SIC capabilities of NF-IRSs and
control over the UL and DL channels.

Fig. 2 shows the achieved average WSR as a function of the
SNR for the FD systems assisted with NF-IRSs placed at 3 m
from the transmit array. We can see that despite using 5 times
fewer antennas than the mMIMO FD systems, the proposed
approaches significantly outperform the benchmark schemes.
Namely, with NF-IRSs of size 30 × 30, they can achieve ∼ 4
times higher gain than the traditional mMIMO HD system.
This is mainly due to the fact that NF-IRSs are able to very
strongly suppress the SI due to very small path-loss and thus
provide a very high effective signal-to-SI plus noise ratio.

Fig. 3 shows the performance of the proposed design, as a
function of the distance between the FD node and their NF-
IRSs, which is varied in the interval 3−90 m, with the two FD
nodes operating at the distance of 200 m at SNR= 30 dB. We
can see that the proposed novel transceiver design without the
analog beamforming stage for the mmWave FD system fully
reaps the benefits of the IRSs when they operate in the NF.
Placing the IRSs far from the mmWave FD systems leads to
small performance gains and therefore a combination of analog
beamforming with a massive number of antennas might be
required, which may result to be a costly and highly energy
inefficient. On the other hand, with the proposed approach,
no HYBF is required and the mmWave FD nodes can operate
with a few active elements, thus paving the path towards more

efficient next-generation mmWave FD systems.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a novel transceiver design for the
mmWave FD system with a few number of antennas, without
the analog beamforming part, compared to the conventional
mMIMO solution with HYBF to overcome the propagation
challenges of the mmWave band. Each FD node is then
assisted with an NF-IRS which aims to smartly control the UL
and DL channel while performing very strong passive SIC. A
novel joint active and passive beamforming solution is derived.
Results demonstrate that the novel mmWave FD transceiver
design is very promising and can achieve significantly higher
gains while being highly cost and energy efficient.
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